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Hollowayj, Frank MeLvin M S<,CoE , Purdue University, June
1956o Road Roughness Measurements on Indiana Pavement
s
Major
Professor? Harold L Q Michaelo
The purpose of thi3 project was first, to develop and calibrate
a Purdue relative road roughness indicator; second, to test and com=
pare the riding qualities of certain pavement types currently in
place on Indiana highways; third, to investigate certain factors
that affect road roughness; and fourth, to suggest standards of
rou^iness that are acceptable for new construction and standards for
evaluating surface riding qualities of existing pavoncnts
A "Relative Road Roughness Indicator" of the Bureau of Public
Roads type, constructed by the Purdue University Central Machine Shop
in cooperation with the Joint Highway Research Project, was used in
making these tests All road roughness measurements were made in ac-
cordance with Bureau of Public Roads" recommended procedures.
Road roughness measurements were made on 115 different pavement
sections located throughout Indianao These pavement sections were
divided into three main categjriess (1) new portland cement concrete
pavement s? (2) older portland csmerft concrete pavements constructed on
granular base courses, and (3) bituminous surface types on flexible
bases,.
It was found that for new pavements apparently workmanship during
ix
construction can account for a large amount of road roughnese It
is suggested that roughness standards for new construction could
almost eliminate that portion of road roughness that is due to care-
less workmanship during construction
Although in general the older road sections showed a tendency
to be rou$ier, it is felt that perhaps part of this difference in
roughness between old pavements and new ones may be due to improved
finishing methods during recent years and not due entirely to age^
The bituminous surface types that were tested for roughness were
ones which had been surfaced or resurfaced recently and no apparent
surface or base failures entered into the roughness indices,, There
appears to be considerable opportunity for further research as to causes
of road roughness of bituminous surfaees
In conclusion, the following possible uses for the Purdue Rougho-
meter are suggested: (1) for research studies of pavement design and
performance} (2) for fostering a competitive spirit between contractors}
(3) for acceptance for new construction} and (A) for evaluating the sur-
face riding qualities of older pavements in connection with the deter-
mination of resurfacing and reconstruction needs*
INTRODUCTION
The riding public is probably as much aware of road smoothness
as any other single quality of a modern pavement <> The driver often
thinks of a smooth riding pavement as a good pavement and a rough
riding pavement as a poor pavement From the time when man first
began to travel from one place to another "road roughness" has been
a factor in the safety and comfort of the traveler
Since safety and comfort depend to a great extent upon a smooth
riding sir face, highway engineers have for many years made a concerted
effort to construct and to maintain pavements that are as smooth riding
as possible o Considerable progress has been made in this direction
with the development of the automobile from the early rugged models
to the present day high speed, low clearance raodels Road equipment
manufacturers nave also spent large amounts of time and money in the
development of road building equipmej* to eliminate some of the ir~
regularities inherent with hand construction methods,,
A "rough" pavement not only gives rise to effects unpleasant to
the passengers but also is detrimental to the vehicle Smooth riding
pavements mean greater mileage with less fatigue, less damage to car=
goes, and lower operating costs for the vehicle The research of the
last few years has also pointed out that "road roughness" produced im«=
pact and impact contributes to the early deterioration of any type of
pavement Thus, the subject of road roughness is a major economic
factor to every citizen..,
The roughness of a pavement was estimated by eye or with a
straight-edge in the early years of highway building,. These visual
measurements could not be recorded and were always subject to the
variation of opinions of observers,, Straight=edge measurements were
satisfactory for short sections of road, but were slow and not a=>
dapted to use in measuring considerable mileage of pavemento With
the rapidly increasing mileage in the highway system, it soon became
apparent to highway engineers that there was a need for a more ac=
curate and rapid method for measuring and recording road roughness-,
Because of this need, engineers concerned with highway con-
struction and maintenance sought to develop equipment with which to
measure and compare pavement smoothness or "roughness" o As a result
many methods and devices were developed and used,, One of the early
pioneers in the development of these machines was the Uo So Bureau of
Public Roads,
Mb^IX of Early Roughometera
One of the earliest machines developed for the purpose of
measuring road roughness was the "Profilometer" (1) o This machine
was developed jointly in 1923 by the U S e Bureau of Public Roads and
the Bureau of Tests of the Illinois Division of Highways for an in-
vestigation of the roughness of pavement surfaces on the Bates Test
Roado This apparatus consisted of a straight-edge on a track 24 feet
long, and a recording device which, when drawn over the track, recorded
automatically the profile of the pavement beneatho The summation of
vertical ordinates divided by the length of the surface passed over
gave an average ordinate, which was considered a roughness factor of
the particular surface*. Several modifications of this machine have
been constructed and usedo One modification wa3 used in connection
with an investigation of the shoving and waving of bituminous surfaces
at the Uo S Bureau of PtfxLic Roads" Arlington Experimental Farm8
Arlington j, Virginia G I'ftiile this machine was satisfactory for short
sections of pavement, it could not be operated rapidly over a large
mileage of road Also, the results which were recorded on a graph were
rather bulky and their interpretation was slow and complicated^
In 1925$ a second machine called the "Relative Roughness De-
terminator" (2) was developed by the U D So Bureau of Public Roads,
This machine was a radical change from the Profilometer o The funda-
mental principle upon which the Relative Roughness Determinator depended
* Numbers in parenthesis refer to the references in the Bibliography B
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was that the vertical motion imparted to a vehicle by the irregular^
ities in a road surface bears a direct relation to the degree of
roughnesso In order that the effect of this motion upon the chassis
of an automobile may be minimized, body sorings and rubber tires are
proved edo The magnitude of the spring and tire deflections depends
not only on the magnitude of the road roughness but also upon the
speed of the vehicle , amount and distribution of the load, and the
type and condition of the spzing and tire eouipmento By maintaining
constant all of these conditions, the deflection of the vehicle body
springs would be a measure of the "relative" roughness of the riding
surface upon which the vehicle was drivenQ
The Relative Roughness Determinator or "Roughometer", as it was
sometimes called, consisted of a rack which was attached in a vertical
position to the front axle of an automobile Meshed with this rack was
a spur gear which was supported by the frame of the caro Movement of
the front axle with respect to the chassis, caused by deflection of the
body springs, thus produced translation of the rack and rotation of the
gearD This gear was connected through a flexible shaft to a mechanical
counter on the instrument board of the automobile Deflection of the
front springs of the vehicle thus caused the rotation of the spindle of
the counter,, In order that this spindle would not rotate in the reverse
direction aoben the body springs returned from their deflected positions,
a ball cluteh was interposed between the gear and the flexible shaft
which operated the counter, This ball clutch allowed the flexible
shaft to turn in only one direction so that the counter operated only
during the deflection of the body springs and thus recorded the summation
5
of these deflections in inches,, The Relative Roughness Determinates?
could be attached to any automobile without impairing the appearance
or the noriral operation of the vehicle It also had the advantage
that it could be used to measure rapidly the relative roughness of
road surfaces in inches per mile While this machine gave fairly good
results, the variation in automobiles on which the machine was used
made it difficult to compare pavements tested with different vehicles,.
Another apparatus, called the "Dana Automatic Recording Rougho-
meter for Measuring Highway Roughness" (3) was developed in 1932 by the
Engineering Experiment Station of the State College of Washington,, Its
essential features consisted of a record paper running five inches per
mils with a faster speed of three inches per one hundred feet available
for special roughness studies and a pencil operating through a pantos-
graph system at ta died to the front wheel of an automobile,, This system
gave a continuous visable picture of the roughness of the road surface^.
An automatic stamping device printed the mileage and the integrated
roughness on the record eysry half mile or oftener as required 6
The Dana Rou^iometer had the advantage over previous machines of
a permanent record, easily and quickly obtained, and which could be
filed for future reference for comparison with subsequent records to
show the effect of age, frost, traffic, and other factors on a given
pavement o This machine was also subject, however, to the criticism that
results obtained with different automobiles were difficult to compares
Even though these early "roughometers" were not entirely satisfactory,
they were used by several states with varying degrees of success., Their
greatest value was in bringing to the attention of engineers and con-
6
tractors the need for a machine to compare riding qualities of roads,
In an attempt to overcome the bad features of existing machines,
the Uo S 3 Bureau of Pi±>lie Roads in the l$30°s developed the "Relative
Road Roughness Indicator" which was first described in a paper presented
to the Highway Research Board (4) in 1%0 and later published in Public
Roads (5)o This machine rsnoved the uncertainties of vehicle operation
that were present in earlier equipment when an automobile was a com~
ponent part of the measuring apparatus Also of importance was the
fact that this machine was so designed that it could be duplicated and
thereby duplicate results could be expected from any machine which was
constructed according to the same plans and specifications as the
original*
Like the earlier Relative Roughness Determinator p the Relative
Road Roughness Indicator design is based upon the fundamental principle
that the vertical motion imparted to vehicle springs by the irregular^
ities in a road surface bears a direct relation to the degree of rough-
ness. By maintaining constant the speed, the amount and distribution of
the loading, and the type and condition of the springs and tire equipment,
the deflections of the springs of the Relative Road Roughness Indicator is
takai as a measure of the "relative" roughness of the road surfaces being
tested:,
Development of Roughness Measuring Equipment at Purdue
The Joint Highway Research Project became interested in road rough~
ness measurements when, through the courtesy of Mr F, Fo Kelley, Chief
of the Division of Tests, MrD A c Lo Catudal brought the Uo S Bureau of
Public Roads" Road Roughness Indicator to Indiana in September, 1941»
and made roughness measurements of some 300 miles of Indiana pavements,,
In his report to the Joint Highway Research Project Advisory Board
on January 2 f 1942, Mrc Tilton Kc Shelburne listed the following as the
"tentative" results of this study s
(1) The device developed by the Bureau of Public Roads appears
to be very satisfactory for measuring road surface roughness,,
(2) It is believed that such a device could be adopted for ac=>
ceptance testing as v/eil as for performance and research studies
„
(3) A wide range in values were found for the various types of
surfaces testedo
(U) The newer concrete pavements were found generally to be quite
snootho According to BoPoRo these measurements compare quite
favorably with those from other states,,
(5) In general, low=typs surfaces showed rougher riding qualities
than high-type surfaces,,
(6) Concrete pavements increase in roughness with age. This in-
crease may be rather gradual for the first five or six years,
as compared to older pavements
(7) Concrete pavements with joints were found to be rougher than
those without joint3 and of comparable age„
(8) It was indicated that some types of subgrade treatment im-
proved the riding qualities of concrete pavements*
(9) Sifcgrade types affect riding qualities and undoubtedly account
in part for the wide range in roughness values obtained on some of
the older concrete pavements o Weather conditions including tem-
perature perhaps affect pavement roughness; however, these variables
were not investigated^




(11) The measurements indicated that surface consolidation or
stabilization was desirable for improving riding qualities of
loose gravel surfaces?
(12) The use of the smaller size covering aggregates (sizes no„
9 and 11) in bituminous surface treatmeits produced slightly
smoother riding surfaces than did the coarse size covering ag=>
greets (size noo 8F)o
(13) These tentative results indicated the desirability of measuring
road surface roughness of Indiana pavements on a large scale,,
As a result of this first study, Kr Shelburne presented to the
Advisory Board on February 19, 1942, a working plan covering an ex-
haustive study of road surface roughness in Indiana, but because of the
8
war the Joirt Highway Research Project could neither get materials to
build a Road Roughness Indicator nor get the U So Bureau of Public
Roads to bring their maehins to Indiana on a cooperative projects.
After the war, the Joint Highway Research Project again was in-
terested in road roughness measurements Development of a three~wheel
type of Roughometer was initiated and a pilot machine constructedo The
machine, however , did not prove stable and the idea was eventually
abandonedo
On Deeenber 8, 1953, the Advisory Board recommended the construction
of a Relative Road Routines s Indicator of the Bureau of Public Roads type*
Finally, on October 7, 1954, a requisition for the construction of a Road
Roughness Indicator wa3 placed with the Purdue University Central Machine
Shop through the University Service Enterprises,,
Except for minor changes, v&ieh are described in a later section,
the madiine ^iich was built and used for this study is essentially the
sane as the machines built and U3ed by the Uo S c Bureau of Public Roads
for measuring relative road roughness© Although the official name given
to this equipment by the U Q S Bureau of Public Roads is "Relative Road
Roughness Indicator", for simplicity it will be referred to as the
"Purdue Roughometer" throughout the remainder of this reporto
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PURDUE ROUGHOMETER
The design of the Purdue Roughometer is quite simple,, Its es-
sential elements are shown in Figure 1 Q It consists of a rectangular
frame constructed of standard steel channels within which is a single
wheel equipped with a 6oOGxl6 inch four-ply balloon tire The axle of
this wheel is attached to the center of two single leaf springs, one on
each side of the wheel Single leaf springs are used in the design to
eliminate inter~leaf friction which would be present if multi=leaf
springs were usedo
The ends of the springs are attached to the front and rear cross
members of the rectangular frame through standard grease seal ball bear-
ing fixtures a U the front of the frame is a pair of channel sections
forgadto form a Y=shaped tongue for connection with the towing vehicle
The towing connection is provided at the end of this tongue D Over the
wheel there is a cross frame or bridge on which the integrator unit is
mounted and to which the pistons of two dash-pot spring damping devices
are attachedo
A molded lead counterweight is secured to the forward end of the
frame, its mass and location being such that the center of percussion
of the entire trailer, when suspended from the towing hitch as a hori-
zontal compound pendulum, is in the plane of the axle* It should be
noted that the center of parous sion of any rigid body free to rotate
about a horizontal axis not passing through the center of gravity is
that point at which the body may be struck without producing a tangential




strikes a bump on the pavsiaent surface all of the reaction is trans-
mitted to the wheel with none being absorbed by the trailer hitcho
The hitch to the towing vehicle maintains the trailer in an upright
position but provides freedom of motion by means of a universal or
gimbal joint device
The essential elements of the integrator are shown schematically
in Figure 2« It consists of a drum and cable connection to the axle,
a pair of opposed ball clutches, and a microswitch and six~lobe cam
for activating a magnatic counter which is carried in the towing vehicle
The cable used is of stainless steel, light and strong yet very flex=>
ible c Its lower end is fastened to the axle with an adjustable con=-
nection« The upper end of the cable is wrapped around a special groove
on the integratcr cable drums a special tension spring maintains a con=
tinuous and practically constant tension in the cable<, ^'hen the cable
is drawn down as a result of the deflection of the leaf springs, the
entire internal mschenism of the integrator rotates On the up=stroke,
the tension spring rotates the cable drum and front ball clutch only,
the rear shaft and six°lobe cam being held fast by the rear ball clutch^
In order to record the progress of rotation of the driven element of the
clutch and thus integrate the leaf spring deflections that have occurred
at any desired time, the six-lobe cam causes closures of the microswitch
that actuates the magnetic counter Since the pitch circle of the cable
drum which drives the six-lobe cam is six inches, each closure of the
microswitch actuates the magnetic counter which marks the accumulation






CAM WITH SIX LOBES.





WHEN CABLE IS DRAWN DOWN, ENTIRE
MECHANISM ROTATES. ON THE UP STROKE
THE EXTERNAL SPRING ROTATES THE
CABLE DRUM AND FRONT BALL CLUTCH
ONLY, THE SIX LOBE CAM BEING HELD
FAST BY REAR BALL CLUTCH.
FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC SECTION OF INTEGRATOR
la order that any desired length of pavement may be tested with-
out roadside markers , another microswitch, operated by a cam on the
hub of the trailer wheel closes the circuit of a second magnetic counter
once for each revolution of the wheelo
On the instrument board (shown in Figure 3) that is carried in
the towing vehicle are mounted the magnetic counter that records the
road roughness units, the second magnetic counter that records wheel
revolutions of the trailer as a measure of distance traveled, a switch
controlling both counters, and a stop watcho When used with the wheel
revolution counter, the stop watch provides a check on the speed of the
towing vehicle. The instrument board also provides a place for data
sheet So The magnetic counters operate on the storage battery of the
towing vehicle?
The gross weight of the entire apparatus is approximately 6A0
poundSo A close-up photograph of the Purdue Roughometer is shown in
Figure 4.
A 1955 Chevrolet Carry•=-all was purchased by the Joint Highway Re=
search Project to be used as the towing vehicle for the Rougiometer (see
Figure 5)o Althovgh the principal function of this vehicle is to provide
the means for towing the Roughometer along the road at a constant testing
speed, it is also used for hauling the Roughometer when traveling from one
location to another,, In order to load the Roughometer into the Carry=aU p
a set of wheels is fastened at the front of the frame to permit the machine
to stand alone like a tricycle The Roughometer can then be pushed into
the body of the towing vehicle by means of three ramps made from six-inch
Figure 3 a Close-up View of Instrument Panel with Data Sheet.
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Figure 4« Close-up View of Purdue Rou^iometer
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Figure 5„ Conducting a Road Roughness Teat^
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steel channels,. After the RoughoiEster is leaded it is fastened so
that it v&U not roll about v/hea being transported,.
PURPOSE AMD SCOPE
The purpose of this project was four-folds first, to develop f
to calibrate, and to conduct initial road tests of a new Purdue
Roughoneter of the Uo S„ Bureau of Public Roads typej second, to test
and compare the riding qualities of certain pavement types currently
in place on Indiana highways; third, to investigate certain factors
that affect road roughness j and fourth, to suggest standards of rough=
ness that are acceptable for new construction and standards for evalu=
ating surface riding qualities of existing pavemaits
The roads tested during the field survey were divided into three
main categories* new portland cement concrete pavements, older port-
laid ceuent concrete pavements constructed on granular base courses,
and bituminous surfaces on flexible bases c A total of 115 different
road sections in all parts of the state were testedo Each road was
tested on the center of the traffic lanes, and two roughness measure-
ments were tafean for each traffic lane All roughness measurements




Construction of the Equipment
As previously stated, the first part of this project involved
the actual construction, calibration, and initial road testing of the
Purdue Roughometer
The Purdue Roughometer was constructed by the Purdue University
Central Machine Shop from plans and specifications furnished by the
U.-.S, Bureau of Piiilic Road3 To assure that the Purdue machine was an
exact duplicate of the machines used by the U S Bureau of Public Roads,
each component part was carefully checked by a staff member of the Joint
Highway Research Project before assembly,,
Loading deflection te3ts were made on each of the special leaf
springs before assembly to determine if they had matching load character-
istic8 6 The specifications require that when supported at their eyes,
they deflect approximately three inches and be approximately flat under
a load of 300 poundSo Load deflection tests showed that the special leaf
springs were satisfactorily matched (see Table 1)
After the trailer was completely assembled, including dynamically
balancing the wheel, the next important test wa3 that of determining if
the center of percussion was properly located in the plane of the axle
of the tfjeelo This was determined by swinging the Rougiometer as a corn^
pound pendulum suspended at the towing hitch and timing its period of





wheres T is the period of the pendulum in seconds
k§/iF is the length of the compound pendulum in feet
g is the acceleration due to gravity
TABLE 1
Results of Load Deflection Tests on Special Leaf Springs
Concentrated i
Loading at j
i Spring Deflections at Center (Inches)
Center i
(Pounds) j i Right Spring ! Left Spring • : Spare Spring
i : i
100 i : 1 001 0o980 1,020
200 i lo9?4 t lo898 1923
300 ! 2o951 : 2o939 : 2907
For the Roughometear , ko/r is known to be the distance from the
towing hitch to the axle and is equal to exactly five f eeto With ngn
taken as 32?2 feet per second per second, the theoretical period 9 Tp
is calculated to be 2o40 seconds
„
While suspended at its towing hitch, the Roughometer was swung
like a pendulum and its period of oscillation was timed through several
periods by means of a stop watcho Several checks showed that the time
was in error less than Ool second for 10 complete periods, It was, there**
fore, felt that for all practical purposes the center of percussion of
the Roughometer was properly located in the plane of the axle of the
wheel and that no further adjustment in the lead counterweight was
necessary,.
Calibration of fee Integrator
As a final step before the Purdue Roughometer was road tested,
its integrator was calibratedo Since the accuracy of the measurements
with the Rou$ioaeter depends largely on the accuracy of the Integrator 9
a calibrating devices for the integrator which met the general recom=
nidations of the U S Q Bureau of Public Roads was constructed by the
Centml Machine Shop
The device developed for calibrating the integrator is shown in
Figure 60 It consists of a 1/12 horsepower motor running at 1750
revolutions per minute acting through a gear seduction box and two
three=step V=beit pulleys which permit oscillation frequencies of 30 9
60, and 120 strokes per minute Q On the drive shaft of the oscillating
mechanism, a cam having a T~slot and set screw arrangement is fitted so
that one end of the connecting rod can be set at any radius from OoOOl
to loOOO incheso Also connected to the drive shaft is a Veeder-Root
revolution counter which records the number of revolutions or repetitions
of "roughness" of known displacement for which the cam is seto The upper
md of the connecting rod is attached to a slider which moves with a
reciprocating action and is fastened to the integrator cable, The in-
tegrator measures the "roughness" in inches for the applied number of
displacements of the slider at a set amplitude of stroke The cali~
bration unit proved to be a fast and convenient method of calibrating
the integratWo It was placed directly below the integrator drum and
all calibration was made without dismantling any part of the Roughometer*
The results of the first integrator calibration tests showed that




Figure 6Q Caliial&rffron Device for the Roughness Integrator
22
displacements (See Table 2)<
TABLE 2
Results of First Integrator Calibration Tests















oaco • 1000 • 100 : : 92 : -8,0
0.200 1000 i 200 : 192 : =4,0
0o3C0 1000 300 ! t 292 : ~2o7
0o40O : 1000 400 392 ! -2,0
0a500 i 1000 j 500 j 492 ? -1,
6
An investigation was undertaken to determine the reason for the dif-
ference between the applied and integrated "roughness",. The integrator
was first torn down and a check of each component part showed that it had
been constructed exactly according to the plans A check of the integrator
cable also shewed that it was the exact cable specified by the U tt So
Biareau of Public Roads, namely, Roebling stainless steel wire cable with
a diameter of 3/64 inch consisting of 3 x 12 x QoQ05 inch diameter wires,
As another check, Starrett "Last Word Indicators" were used to check
the applied stroke amplitude at both the lower end of the stainless steel
cable where it is connected to the calibration device and also at its up-
per end next to the integrator drum.. These measurements showed that there
was a loss of approximately 008 inch per stroke between the upper and
lower ends of the cable due to "stretch",
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As a further check of this "stretch" in the cable, a length of
cable was tested by static loading o The initial length of test cable
was loODO feet with a one pound initial load The cable was allowed
to hang freely while one pound increments of weight were added to its
lea do Aft fa4 the addition of each one pound weight, the length of the
test cable was measured with precise instruments and its length re~
cordedo Mien the applied lead reached a total of five pounds, the
test cable was unloaded by one pound increments and its length measured
at each incremento The stretch in the one foot length of cable amounted
to appxraximstely 3Q05 inch for each pound of load,, The results of this
loading test of the integrator cable are given in Table 3°
TABLE 3
Results of Load Testing of Integrator Cable
Applied Loading
(Pounds)
: Total Length of Cable (Inches)
During Loading : : During Unloading
1 12oC00 i 12o003
2 s 12,005 i 12o008
3 12,010 ; 12o013
4 : 12„015 : 12o018
5 ; 12o019 : 12o021
6 ! 12o024 : 12o024
There were at least two methods which could be employed to minimize
this loss in roughness due to "stretch" in the integrator cable, Either
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the amount of sable used could be reduced to as short a length as
possible, or the pitch circumference of the integrator drum could be
reduced to less than six inches The first method employed the use of
a 1/8 inch drill rod ., 22 inches in lengtho The end of the drill rod
was drilled to take the integrator cable and the connection silver
soldsredo Twenty=two inches of rod was the maximum length which could
be used without interfering with the operation of the integrator Al<=
though this method used less than one=half as much cable, there still
was more loss in "roughness 11 than was felt to be tolerable. The results
of the calibration tests made with the use of the 1/8 inch drill rod and
the regular six inch pitch circumference integrator drum, are given in
Table 4 below s
TABLE 4
Results of Second Irfcegrator Calibration Tests
(using regular integrator drum















OolOO ! 1000 ,! 100 ! 96 ! -4-0
0,200 1000 ! ; 2oo ! 196 ! , -2.,0
0*300 ! 1000
\
! 300 1 296 ; , =1-3
0,400 looo : 400 '. 396 ; -1,0
0o500 1000 j 500 [ 496 : =0,8
Evsn though the loss here was less than that encountered when using
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the foli«l€Bgth cable 9 it still remained considerable
Ths second method used to minimize the loss in "roughness" due
to cable stretch employed the use of a new integrator drum having a
pitch circumference of 5°3G iashes instead of the regular six inch pitch
circumferaiceo Th«8 p for every 5o8Q inches of travel by the pitch cir=>
cumfs'ence of the integrator drump six inches of "roughness" are recorded,,
With this smaller integrator drum instead of a loss between the ap~
plied and the integrated "roughness" for all amplitudes of displacement
j,
there was a loss for the shorter displacements and a gain for the longer
displa cements o Ths results of the calibration tests when using the smaller
integrator drum and the fuil=>lengih cable, are given in Table 5o
TABLE 5
Results of Final Integrator Calibration Tests















OolOO • 1005 \ 100.6 i 98 =2,8
0*200 1000 j 200 j 201 - 0o5
300 ! 1000 I 300 1 305 ! 1,7
0*400 : 1000 •! 400 • 409 ; 2.2
0.500 i 1000 i 500 I 514 ; 2,8
-—~~ 1 .
It is obvious from the above results that this modified integrator
will teid to give more correct roughness readings than the other two
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trisdj, for too reasons o First „ the percentage error is less,, and
second, the plus and minus errors tend to compensate for each other?
Therefore, for all roughness measurements made during the remainder
of this studys the modified integrator drum and the standard steel
cable were usedo
There appears to be two other means of getting a more accurate
integrator which are worthy of mention at this time These methods
were not tried* mainly because the budget would not allow the extra
experBe at the time, and also because of the time involvedo The first
method that is suggested for further study is that of doing away with
the cable and integrator drum arrangement and replacing it with a rack
and pinion mechanism similar to that used in Ames dial gages used for
measuring deflections The remainder of the integrator would remain
the same^ The rack and pinion mechanism would translate the vertical
reciprocating motion of the P.oughometer springs into the oscillating
rotary motion that activates the double acting ball clutch and trans-
mits electrically to the magnetic counter the spring deflections It
seens reasonable to assume that this mechanism could be built to the
accuracy of an Ames dial deflection gage or to 0„001 inch, at leasto
A second method of making the integrator more accurate would be
by using a solid rod and cable as described before but using an inte-
grator drum whose diameter is somewhere between the regular diameter
drum and the modified drum also previously described,. This method would
require seme experimenting .-,
Initial Road Testa of Equipment
After the calibration of the integrator, the next step in this
project was to road test the RGUghometer for the purpose of investi-
gating the operating characteristics as affected by certain conditions.-
These included the effect of speed and tire inflation pressure upon
rough ns s s me asureiasnt s «
In Figure 7 is shown the relationship between speed of the trailer
and the magnitude of the roughness index for a typical portland cement
concrete pavemsri, section,, The particular section tested is located on
So Ro 25 just east of '-'est Pointo Other roads would show similar re=
lationship but vary according to type of surface and degree of roughness..
The results of this test indicate that a constant speed of operation is
essential and a standardised value of this constant speed is desirable
in order that data obtained from various road sections may be directly
irib er=ccmpared
It appears that a variation in vehicle speed of plus or minus one-
half mile per hour at the 20 m poho speed reconaiended by the Vo So Bureau
of Public xioads will not cause material variation in the roughness index
This is the speed recommended for two main reasons First, it results in
the least interference with and by other vehicles on the road because
traffic will usually travel faster than the testing vehicle and thus does
not impede it; and second s this speed makes it easier for the driver of
the tewing vohisle to follow a definite path and for the observer to take
adequate notes and rsoord the counter readings
It was noted during these tests that the Roughometer was remarkably
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FIGURE 7. INCHES OF ROUGHNESS PER MILE , AT
VARIOUS SPEEDS FOR THE SAME ROAD SECTION
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checked and controlled by means of the stop-watch and wheel revolution
count €r on the instrument boardo
Another operating characteristic test that was made was that of
the effect of tire inflation pressure on both the roughness index and
the number of wheel revolutions for a measured mile These tests were
run on a measured mile on U„ S Q 52 near Kontmorenci <, As shown by the
data in Figures 8 and 9 the inflation is important not only because of
its effect upon the roughness index but also because of its effect upon
the number of wheel revolutions per mile
A study of Figure 8 also shows that perhaps the 30 t s pounds per
square inch may not be the best standard for the tire inflation preseure,,
It was noted that during these particular tests that as the tire pressure
was increased from 20 p s io to 35 p o s io that the roughness values in»
creased considerably, but for tire pressures from 35 poSoio to 45 p s io
that the roughness values changed only slightly An almost identical
relationship was found for the northbound pavement as for the southbound
pavemento This seems to indicate that perhaps 40 C 2 PoSoio would be a
better standard value for the tire inflation pressure
Since these tests showed the importance of keeping the tire in-
flation pressure constant, examinations of the pressure were made fre=
quently with a Bourdon tube type pressure gage, to assure that it remained
within the 0*. S„ Bureau of Public Roads recommended value of 30 t 2 P<>8 i,
It was also noted that after approximately 10 miles of testing, subseouent
operation generally required little readjustment of the inflation pressure„
However, considerable changes in the air and pavement temperatures would
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FIGURE 8. EFFECT OF TIRE INFLATION ON
ROUGHNESS INDICES — NOMINAL SPEED OF
20 MILES PER HOUR.
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FIGURE 9. EFFECT OF TIRE INFLATION ON ACTUAL
NUMBER OF WHEEL REVOLUTIONS FOR A MEASURED
MILE
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Another test that was conducted showed that different longitudinal
paths along a road may be different in roughnesSo Figure 10 shows the
variation of roughness along three longitudinal paths of three different
road seetionSo The three paths tested were the right' wheel path, the
left wheel path and the center of the traffic lane c Since different
longitudinal elemsits of a road surface may be slightly different in
roughness, all roughness data during the field study were taken at the
center of the traffic lane for two main reasons « First, this is the
location normally used by the U Q So Bureau of Public Roads with whose
data it was planned to md<e comparisons! and second, this is the lo-
cation for the greatest safety and ease of operation of the equipment*
Since different longitudinal elements of a road surface may be
different in roughness, it seems that it may be desirable to make tests
along a nusitosr of such elements for special studies such as the deteri-
oration along the edge of a pavemento Therefore, provision has been made
on the Purdue Roughometer for shifting the towing hitch transversely from
one side of the towing vehicle to the other in increments of four inches,,
During these initial performance tests of the equipment, it was noted
that the roughness of a road section varied not only from one longitudinal
path to another but also within any particular longitudinal path.. Figures
11 and 12 are typical examples of how road sections may vary from one lo-
cation to another along the same longitudinal patho Figure 11 shows the
test results for a new concrete pavement constructed in 1955o It showed
an average roughne ss of slightly over 80 inches per mile» This is higher
than the average for all other new concrete pavements testedo The averages
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FIGURE 10. VARIATION OF ROUGHNESS ALONG VARIOUS
LONGITUDINAL PATHS OF THREE PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE ROADS
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reporto Figure 12 indicates hew the roughness value for an older
section of concrete pavement, varied along the same longitudinal path.-,
This section was constructed in 1%$ and had an overall average rough-
ness of #5 inches per raile These results would seem to indicate the
need for 3om3 type of profilometer attachment to the equipment so that
the reasons for this variation within the same longitudinal path of a
road may be studied <> This subject ia more thoroughly discussed in a
later section of this reporto
3?
Calibration of Roughometer
sr the initial performance tests were completed and it was
felt that the equipment functioned properly, the next step in this
project was the calibration of the Rcughometer by means of comparison
tests between the new Purdue Rou$iometer and the Uo So Bureau of Public
Roads 8 equipments, It had been originally planned that roughness measure-
ments would be made simultaneously with both machines but the Bureau of
Public Roads was unable to bring its machine to Indiana at this time„.
Therefore „ it was felt that the next best method of comparing the two
machines would be by comparing the results of road roughness tests made
by the Purdue machine with the results obtained recently by the Bureau
of Pifclie Roads for the same road sections These comparative measure-
ments were made on the experimental sections of UoS 31 9 UoS,. 41» and
UoSa 40
o
The UoS, 31 test road Is a dual pavement and is located from 1„8
miles northwest of Columbus to 2 8 miles north of the Bartholomew-Johnson
County line Separate roughness measurements were made on each of the
flexible and rigid experimental sections These sections were opened to
traffic in Decentoer, 1953*
The U.->So 41 test road is located in the northwest corner of Indiana^,
in Lake County, beginning approximately 4° 5 miles south of Cook and
terminating at the south edge of Cook-, The experimental sections are on
the west pavement carrying only southbound traffic The east pavement
carrying northbound traffic is an Indiana standard pavement section.-,
Doth are portland cement concrete pavements-. The completed pavement was
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opened to traffic in November, 1949^
The other experimental section which was used in the comparison
study is located near Stilesville, Indiana, and is a part of the east-
bound lane of the divided highway UoSo 40 o It is made up of a con-
aid sr able nwsber of continuously reinforced concrete sections of various
length So
Figures 13 , 14, and 15 show graphically the comparisons of the
Bureau of Pt£>lic Roads and Purdus roughness measurements for each of
the three test roads The values shown are the overall average rough-
ness value for each roado For the UoS, 31 test road, the rigid and
flexible types are separated,,
These graphs show that in most instances the results of the 1955
Purdue roughness measures® r£s compare very closely to the results of
the Bureau of Public Roada measurements made previouslyo This is es-
pecially true for the U S o 31 test road where the rigid sections in 1953
and 1954 had overall indices of 87 and 88 inches per mile respectively
as measured by the Bureau of Public Roads, compared with the 1955 Purdue
value of 88 inches per mlteo The flexible pavement on this same test
road had overall indices of 69 and 65 inches per mile in 1953 and 1954
respectively, compared with 66 inches per mile for 1955,,
It seems reasonable to assume that of the three test roads, U.>S.,
31 would be the beat suited for making comparative measurements because
it is almost a new pavement, and therefore is less likely to have developed









FIGURE ,13. A COMPARISON OF THE ROAD ROUGHNESS
MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE BUREAU OF
PUBLIC ROADS WITH THOSE MADE BY
PURDUE UNIVERSITY ON THE U.S. 31 TEST






FIGURE 14. A COMPARISON OF THE ROAD ROUGHNESS
MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC
ROADS WITH THOSE MADE BY PURDUE UNIVERSITY
















FIGURE 15. A COMPARISON OF THE ROAD ROUGHNESS
MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC
ROADS WITH THOSE MADE BY PURDUE UNIVERSITY
ON THE US 40 EXPERIMENTAL SECTIONS NEAR
STILESVILLE, BUILT IN 1938.
In Figure 16 are data obtained on three different roads with
four different roughness measurements made on each roado It is of
interest to note that along a given path that a dispersion of less
than one percent from the mean of the index values was obtained in
repeated tests In considering the matter of consistency, two facts
should be kept in mindo First , no too runs would follow exactly the
same path although the attempt was made to do so; and second, a dis=
persion of one unit may be caused by the fact that the microswitch of
the integrator might happea to be either in or out of the circuit at
the instants of closing and of opening the main control switch at the
beginning and end of the test Q When a dispersion greater than one per=
cent was noted, a thorough examination of the testing equipment was
made, after which the road surface was retestedo For this reason, it
is felt that the average value of two runs over a given longitudinal
path is sufficient to give an accurate roughness index All roughness
values given throughout this report are the average of two tests,,
During the first week of April, 1956» the Purdue Roughometer was
taken to the Langeley Research Station of the Bureau of Public Roads
near Washington, D. C e , where their research engineers thoroughly checked
and tested the equipment
The Bureau of Public Roads 8 engineers noted two conditions which
needed correct tog » First , they noted a slight end play in the ball
thrust joints at each end of the dashpot damping units Although the
amount of play was only about 1/100 of an inch it allowed a slight de=
flection of the trailer springs before the damping units became effective.
























FIGURE 16- VARIATION IN INDICES FOR REPEATED
TESTS ON THREE DIFFERENT ROADS
us
of the joints leaving this slight play even though the retainer caps
were screwed down suffisiently tight at the time the ball joints were
greasedo This condition was corrected by screwing down the retainer
caps sufficiently to eliminate the end play but not so tight as to
cause biixlingo The result of this 3light play was to increase the road
roughness readings *
The second condition noted v;as that there existed a slight binding
in the leaf spring mounting
s
Apparently the axes of the bronae bush~
ings were not exactly parallel When the equipment was constructed
standard bushings were fitted into the eyes of the leaf springs with
failure to note that the axes of the eyes were not mutually parallels,
This resulted in a dampening effect which tended to reduce road rough=>
ness reading So
These two effects were opposite and apparently almost equaled each
other as shcrai by the correlation tests made on the U„S,-, 31 test road
previous to taking the Roughometer to Washington, Do Co
As it was not practical to correct the binding condition of the
leaf spring mountings at the Bureau of Public Roads Research Laboratory s
only the ball thrust joint condition was corrected before direct cor=
relations were made between the Purdue Roughometer and those of the
Bureau of Public RoadSo This direct correlation was made on their
"standard" test section which is a mile length of the Mt, Vernon Memorial
Highway located just south of Alexandria^ Virginia,,
The comparisons were made as follows c The Bureau of Public Roads
Roughometer No c 101 was followed by the Purdue Roufhometer which in turn
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was f©Hewed by the Bureau of Public Roads Roughometer No 1^2„ A
series of tests shewed that the Purdue Roughometer was measuring only
91>S of the standard roughness as measured by both of the Bureau of
Public Roads machines,, It must be remembered that these series of
tests were made after the slight play in the dashpot damping units
had been removed*
It was recommended by the engineers of the Bureau of Public
Roads that after the Purdue machine was returned to Indiana and be~
fore any attempt was made to rebuild the leaf spring mountings that
a series of tests be run on a pavement section These results can
then be used as a basis on which to determine after rebuilding the
spring rsountirps if the 9% dampening effect has been eliminated After
this 9% loss in roughness readings is eliminated it is felt that the
Purdue equipment will give comparable road roughness measurements with
those of the Bureau of Public Roads
As a check to see that the Purdue integrator unit was operating
properly,, a series of calibration tests were made using the Bureau of
Public Roads" qsecial integrator calibration device© The Bureau of
Public Roads' engineers reported that the Purdue integrator unit operated
very satisfactorily and the results were well within the three percent
tolerance allowed in the specifications (see Figure No c 17) e Both the
regular and modified integrators were checked,,
All of the roughness values given elsewhere in this report were
nB.de during the summer of 1955 before the Purdue Roughometer was chocked
and tested by the Bureau of Public Rcads It is felt that the data re-
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FIGURE 17. RESULTS OF PURDUE INTEGRATOR CALIBRATION
TESTS MADE BY THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS
Selection of Test Sections
After the calibration and initial tests were completed with the
Roughometar, it was necessary to select the roads which were to be
tested daring the field portion of this study., The term "road section"
in this paper will be used to define a section of pavement that is as
far as known identical in age, traffic volume, and construction over
its entire lexgtho These road sections were generally between one and
ten miles in length o
During the field portion of this project a total of 115 road
sections were testedo Of these, 17 sections were new portland cement
concrete pavements (completed during 1954) » 65 sections were older
portland cement concrete pavements constructed on granular base course
(referred to as w sib grade treatments" in the Indiana Standard Speeifiea*
tions. for Roa d and Bridge Construction and Maintenance . 1952), and 33
sections were various bituminous surfaced pavements..
Roughness measurements for all new projects were made for the pur-
pose of establishing a basis for suggesting specification limits o It
was also felt that these measurements \©uld stimulate interest among
contra ctcrs 3nd might create rivalry for the smoothest riding pavements
on future paving contra ctSo These original roughness readings on all
new concrete pavements should be valuable for determining pavement per«-
formance at later dates,* Thus, the change in riding qualities can be
studied for these pavements with age and other factors such as traffic.
This information might al3o be used advantageously for improvement of
present design and construction practices*
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The older eoncrete pavement sections which were tested for road
roughness are the same sections which are included in a performance
study by the Joint Highway Research Project of rigid payments con-
structed on granular base courses,. It was felt that an evaluation
of the roughness data for these sections might give a better under-
standing of the factors affecting pavement performance*
The third group of road sections tested included various types
of flexible pavement
s
Q These were selected largely on the basis of
surface type o Roads of each type were selected from the available
records of the Joint Highway Research Project o These flexible type
pavements were included in this study because it was of interest to
learn how in general their riding qualities varied from the low types
to the high types e The locations of all of the various road sections
are shown on Figure 18 a
Road Testing Procedures
All roughness tests were made at 20 * £ mop ho in the direction
of traffic movement with the trailer wheel in the center of the traf~
fie lane This is the normal procedure employed by the Bureau of Public
Roads. The tire inflation pressure was checked both before and after
each run to make certain that it remained at 30 t, 2 P^Soio On two=lane
single pavement highways, both lanes were testedo On dual psvements the
outside or traffic lane of each pavement was testedo Because of the
traffic hazards involved, the passing lanes of dual pavements were not
tested except where extra help was available to offer protection from



















1955 ROAD ROUGHNESS TEST SITES
The unit of measurement used in this portion of the study is the
same as that used during the preliminary tests, namely, "inches of
roughness per mile" and is actually an accumulation of the vertical
movements of the trailer wheel within the frame for a mile stretch of
roado The roughness values given for each road section represent the
average of two test runs in each lane In the case of dual pavements,
each pavemerfc was considered separately,, Roughness values were recorded
at the end of each mile or fraction of a mile for each test rune The
"average roughness" (or roughness index) for any particular road section
is the total inches of accumulated roughness divided by the number of
miles of road in that ssctiono
The only equipment that was necessary in making these tests was
the Purdue Roughometer, the towing vehicle, the instrument panel con-
taining the two magnetic counters and stop-watch, and necessary data
fleets and pencils The usual crew consisted of the towing vehicle
driver and the test ob server o The successful use of the equipment de=>
pends very largely on these two men Although no highly specialized
training is required of either man, it is desirable that both have some
knowledge of mechanical equipment, and a real interest in the work,
Complete instructions for operating the Roughometer are given in
the Manual of Information degardlnff the Operation and Mainten ance of the
Public Roads Relative Road Roughness Indicator ,, prepared by the Physical
Research Branch, Bureau of Public Roads, U S„ Department of Commerce,
June, 1951 (6)n It is recommended that any person who has no previous
experience with this equipment, study this manual carefully before at-
tempting to make road roughness measurements,,
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RESULTS OF FIELD STUDY
The results of the roughness tests for each pavement type are
discussed in the following sections,
New Portland Cement Concrete Pavements
Of the 17 new concrete pavement sections that were tested for
roughness, 3 were urban sections of less than one mile in length and
therefore will be discussed separately from the 1U rural sections of
greater length The rural sections ranged in length from loOOS to
7o482 miles with the average length being Ao706 miles
In general,, the new rural concrete pavements were relatively smooth:.
They ranged from a low of 6? inches of roughness per mile for the smooth-
est section to a hifh of 85 inches of roughness per mile for the roughest
sectiono The overfall weighted average for all sections was 75 inches
per mileo The overfall average roughness, smoothest mile, and roughest
mile are given in the appendix for each pavement section tested*
It is interesting to note the general agreement in the results of
these tests with the results of other states for new concrete pavements.*
Prof o Ralph A c Mover and KrQ John V.'« Shupe, Institute of Transportation
and Traffic Engineering, University of California report (7) that Mr*
Swanberg, Engineer of Materials and Research,, Minnesota Department of
Highways, stated in a letter dated December k s 1950 s that
The R P R machine has been used very successfully during
and after construction of pavements to assist in obtaining
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smoother riding pavements Our measurements indicate that
concrete pavements can be built with a roughness index as
low as 52 inches per mile „ Most of our pavements, bath
bituminous and concrete, recently built are in the range
of 65 to 80 inches par mileo If the roughness index exceeds
90 inches per mile, routines s in riding is quite apparent
and if it exceeds 100 it is rougho One project built in
1946 gave a roughness of 116 inches per mile and was so
rough in riding that it resulted in newspaper criticism
After having tested many miles of roads, the writer agrees with
Mro Swanberg that roughness in riding is quite apparent when the rough-
ness index exceeds 90 inches per mile and is rough if it exceeds 100
indies per mileo The pi±>lic has a right to expect a new pavement to
be smooth ridingo
Prof o Moyer also reports that for 93 miles of new rural concrete
pevements in California, the ava^age roughness value was 52 inches pep
mile with a maximum of 75 inches per mile and a minimum of 38 inches
per mile He gives credit for the smooth concrete pavements in Calif-
ornia primarily to the reakillful use of the Johnson Finisher developed
in California in 193 6" o
On the basis of their experiences in checking the roughness of
new pavements sinse 1940 with a Bureau of Public Roads Roughometer,
the Minnesota Department of Highways has tentatively adopted the fol=
lowing standards:
Roughness Index
(Inches per Mile) Riding Cualities
Below 75 Good
75 to 100 Pair
Above 100 Poor
The tests of new pavements in this study have shewn, as have Min-
nesota and California tests, that pavements can be built to meet the
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Minnesota roughness standards and it seems entirely proper and reason^
able to expect that new pavements in Indiana should be built to meet
these standards o In fact, it appears that a roughness index between
90 and 100 should be considered for inclusion in the poor riding
classification.,
Workmanship during construction appears to be one of the greatest
factors for the difference in roughness between any two new pavement
sections,, As an example, So Ro 39 between Frankfort and Lebanon was
built as two construction sections by two different contractors;, Each
section is approximatejy 7 miles long, each completed in 1954 and each
of the same design o One of the sections had an over=all average rough~
ness value of 72 inches per mile while the other had 8fe. inches per mile-
If adopted by all states^ roughness standards for new construction
should result in improvement in the design and operation of mechanical
finishing equipsgnt and finishing methods for the construction of both
Portland eeraent concrete and bituminous pavements,, Its use would also
give a common denominator for comparing the workmanship of various con-
tractors and should tend to create a competitive spirit among contractors
which would result in smoother riding pavements -
As mentioned previously, three new urban Portland cement concrete
pavemert sections were also included in the survey,, These are not in-
cluded in the average values for new rural concrete pavements because of
their shortness in length and because in the case of two of the three
sections considerable hand finishing was required during construction.
The section vhich appeared to have required no special hand finishing
was approximately 0,5 mile in length and had an average roughness of 77
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inches per mile This section rode quite smoothly,. The other two
urban sections were o ?8 and Or, 71 miles in length and had average
roughness tbIuss of 102 and 135 inches per mile, respectively- For
these two Hatter urban concrete pavement sections the roughness in
riding is quite apparent These results for new pavements would tend
to verify the fact that good mechanical finishing machines, when operated
properly s will give smoother riding pavements than that normally possible
by hand finishing*
It is suggested that one way to obtain smoother riding new pave=>
ments would be the adoption by the State Highway Department of sawed
contraction joints as standard to replace the present hand finished
joints o It is of interest to note that sawed joints were specified
as standard in 14 states during 1954 (8) a
Older Cons rat e Pavements Built on Granular Base Courses
During the field portion of this study, roughness measurements
were made on 65 sections which were older portland cement concrete
pavements constructed on granular base course materials (sometime* referred
to as aib grade treatments) The purpose of these measurements was to
determine if possible if there exists any direct relationship between
roughness and the performance of rigid pavements built on granular base
courses,. This study received supporting data from a pavement performance
study that was in progress,.
The factors that were considered in this study included the follow-
ing 5
(a) Type of granular base course materials.
(b) Age of pavement >
(c) Traffic age of pavement
„
(d) Amount of transverse cracking <,
During the past several years the State Highway Department of
Indiana has constructed several hundred miles of rigid pavements on
granular base course materials The main purpose of the granular bases
has been to minimize pumping of the subgrads Besides tending to pre-
vent pumping, the granular bass material gives added structural strength
to the pavesBnto Three typss of granular base course material have been
used, gravel, stone, and sando
This study included roughness measurements of every known concrete
pavement in Indiana that has been constructed on a granular base course
except those *#iich have been resurfaced and short sections located with-
in urban areaso
A summary of test data is shown in Table 6 and presented graphically
in Figure 19-
TABLE 6
Summary of Results => Road Roughness Teste




































































FIGURE 19. ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS
FOR PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
BUILT ON GRANULAR BASE COURSE
5a
It is noted that of the three types tested, pavements built on
stone base courses had the smoothest surfaces with an average of 84
inches per mile The roughness averages for pavements with sand and
gravel bases were rather close behind with 86 and 888 respectively*
It is interesting to note the range between maximum and minimum values
for each of the three types The pavements built on stone base courses
had the lowest range in roughness values (26 inches per mile) while
pavements built on gravel base courses had the highest (50 inches per
mile)o There appears to be very little relationship between road
roughness and type of granular base course used when that is the only
factor considered-
The summary of the results of comparing the present average rough-
ness in inches per mile with the year of construction is presented
graphically in Figure 20 o The number of miles that were tested for each
con3t motion year is also shown*,
Although in general the road sections which are older tend to be
rougher than those built in recent years, it is not necessarily true
that just because a road is old it is rougher than a newer roado A good
example of this is shoi,in by the average roughness for the six miles of
pavement constructed in 193 So The average roughness for 1938 construction
is lower than any of the others except the 1953 and 1954 construction
years s and here the 1938 construction is only slightly higher* This does
not necessarily mean that as a particular road grows older it does not
get rougher, but rather that it is difficult to predict how much road
roughness is due to 3ge alone „ It must be remembered that of the older
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FIGURE 20. THE PRESENT AVERAGE ROUGHNESS VALUES BY
YEARS FOR PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
BUILT ON GRANULAR BASE COURSES ( SUBGRADE
TREATMENTS )
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mora likely been resurfaced and are therefore not included in this
study Also, new pavements are not normally resurfaced very soon even
though they may be quite rough at the time of construction,,
There are other factors whidh must be taken into consideration,,
probably the most important of which is "How rough was the road when
it was new?" From the discussion of new rural concrete pavements it
i3 noted that there is a spraad in roughness of almost 20 inches per
mile between the smoothest and the roughest sections From this it
would seem that it is not possible to state how much of the present
roufhsiess of a pwement is caused by age and other factors unless the
original roughness index for the particular pavement in question is
known This would be similar to trying to estimate the gain in weight
of a child for a period of time from knowing only his present weight
without knowing his original weights
Even though most of the older pavement sections were rougher than
the newer ones, this does not necessarily mean that they have grown
rougher with age„ It may be that a large part of this difference in
roughness may be due to improved finishing methods during the more re=
cent years, rather than to differences in ages It may even be that a
new pjvement during its lifetime may become smoother with age for a short
period of time before becoming rough with its breaking up
In order that the relationship between age and roughness might be
determined, it is suggested that annual roughness measurements be made
on specific pavement sectionSo These pavement sections could be picked
from among the new sections which were tested during this study, As a
part of such a study, measurements should be taken along a number of
631
longitudinal paths of the pavement such as (1) next to the edge of the
pavement
j, (2) next to the center line of the pavement or inner edge of
the traffic lane,, and (3) the center of the traffic lane A study of
this type over a period of time should give valuable information not
only as to how a pavement changes in roughness with time but also how
the various longitudinal paths change in relation to each othero To
minimize the effect of teaperature warping of the pavement, these
periodic roughness measurements should be made as near as practical
titien the pavement temperatures are approximately the same
Another factor that was considered as perhaps affecting road
roughness was traffic age of the pavementSo Thus, not only the actual
age of the pavesnent is considered, but also the amount of traffic that
has used the facility For example, if' two pavement sections were con-
structed the sane year but the first has had twice as much traffic as
the second, the traffic age of the first would be considered as twice
that of the second
?
Pigaie 21 presents graphically the relationship between road
roughness and traffic age for 20 road sections^ The traffic age which
is considered here is the estimated number of repetitions of 13,000 pound
axle loads that have been applied to the pavement during its li?etime<,
The type of base course for each section is shown, also-
From this data, the type of base course when considered alone
appears to be of little importance in relation to roughness and traffic
age Q Taking all the pavements as a whole there appears to be a trend of
increasing roughness with Increase in traffic age, although its magnitude
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as arose when roughness was being correlated with age of paveaento
Ths increase in roughness of the pavement from what i% was originally
must be known before one can definitely correlate the effect of traf-
fic age with road roughness,, As pointed out previously, there is such
a wide spread among roughness values for new pavements that it is Im-
practical to determine how much of the present roughness was built into
the pavement and how much ha3 developed through other causes This
further emphasizes the need for a continuous study over a period of time.
An attenpt was made to correlate road roughness with transverse
cracking for a large group of the roads for which the number of trans-
varse cracks was counted^ but no such relationship appeared to exist
(See Figure 22) o This can probably be explained by the fact that as
long as the crack is held together by the pavement reinforcement and
there is no displacement of the slab across the crack s the tire of the
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NUMBER OF TRANSVERSE CRACKS PER MILE
FIGURE 22. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRANSVERSE CRACKING
AND ROAD ROUGHNESS FOR CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
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Bituminous Surfaces on Flexible Pases
As previously stated, the bituminous pavement sections were in-
eluded in the fieM study mainly because it was of general interest to
learn just how their riding qualities varied from the lowest to the
highest typso It was not intended to be a performance study of either
their surfaces ce their bases o For this reason only sections that had
been surfaced or resurfaced since 1959 were included and therefore base
and surface failures were in general not a factor in their roughness and
no attempt was made to evaluate these factors „ This would require a
more extensive study than time and resources would permit at this time:,
It might also be noted that because the portland cement concrete pave-
ment sections were so wideLy spread throughout the state, it required
very little additional travel time and effort to include these bituminous
pavement sections in the study
The 33 bituu&nous road sections that were tested for roughness in-
cluded 10 natural rock asphalt surfaces, 10 hot asphaltic concrete sur-
faces, 7 bituminous coated aggregate surfaces (open graded) j, 5 bituminous
surface treatments, and one silica-sand asphaltic surfaceo Roads of each
of these types were selected from the "Inventory of the Indiana State
Highway Conditions" vhich is on file with the Joint Highway Research
Project* These sections were chosen mainly on the basis of their lo-
cations with respect to the rigid pavement sections that were to be tested
and no attempt was made to select a random sample „ Even though these
sections were not chosen at random, it is felt that these roads are
fairly representative of all such roads in the State None of the bi-
tuminous surfaces tested were constructed on rigid bases-
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A summary of the test data for bituminous surfaces is presented
graphically in Figure 23 o 'fith the exception of the single silica
sand asphaltic section, with an average roughness value of 66 inches
per mile, it is noted that of the other four bituminous surface types,
natural rock asphalt was the smoothest with an average of 69 inches per
mile with bituminous concrete slightly higher with an average of 74
inches per mile. The average for the bituminous coated aggregate sur<=
faces was 12? inches per mile and the bituminous surface treatments was
lUo
It is interesting to note the range between the smoothest and the
roughest pavement sections for each of the surface types c As there is
only one pavement section of silica-=sand asphaltic mixture, there is no
maximum or minimum value chown Natural rock asphalt which ha 3 the low~
est average roughness (excluding silica-sand) also has the lowest range
(30 inches per mile) between maximum and minimum-, Bituminous coated
aggregate surfaces have tha largest range (123 inches per mile) between
maximum and minimum*, The bituminous surface treatments with the highest
average have a smaller range (94 inches per mile) than does the bituminous
coated aggregate,,
Although there are many factors, such as subgrade or base support
age, amount of traffic, and the amount of patching, which may affect road
roughness, it is felt that because of the basis of selection as previously
outlined, the greatest factor which accounts for the range of roughness
Tjalues within any particular type of surface is workmanship during con<=
struct!on.. This would be especially true for the natural rock asphalt
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FIGURE 23. ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS FOR
FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS BY SURFACE TYPE
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surfaces the type and gradation of aggregates used will probably af=
feet the roughness*
From thi3 brief study of bituminous surfaces, it would seem that
additional investigation might be warranted to determine the effect
such factors as slae, type, and gradation of aggregates and methods
of construction have on the ridirg quality of the finished pavement-
Surface Riding Quality Evaluations
To further emphasize and illustrate the need for a common denomi-
nator for comparing the riding qualities of pavements, a comparison was
made between Roughness Indices and the opinions of various observers for
a large niesber of road sections „
As a part of the "Inventory of Indiana State Highway Conditions",
conducted during the winter of 1954 and 195
5
s the Inventory parties re~
corded the surface riding q'jalities of the pavements as excellent, good,
fair, or poor c This was largely a "seat of the pants" determination and
was subject to the variations of opinions of different observers,, These
observers are siginea's of the Indiana State Highway Department and as
such it seems reasonable to assume that their opinions would be better
than that of the ordinary layman*
The comparison between road roughness indices and the surface riding
qualities as exoressed by the highway inventory observers is shown graphic
cally ia Figure 2k<> The conclusion indicated by this comparison is that
personal opinion is widespread concerning the surface riding quality of
a road and is therefore an unsatisfactory evaluation method*
Suggested index values for evaluating road roughness on rural primary









































































SURFACE RIDING QUALITY FROM HIGHWAY INVENTORY
FIGURE 24. COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUGHNESS INDICES








91 - 150 Poop
Above 150 Very Poor
These standards are suggested for use in evaluating existing Portland
cement concrete pavements and would be valuable in connection with a
highway condition survey-.
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PROPOSED ADDITIONAL ROAD ROUGHNESS RECORDING EQUIPMENT
In connection with any further road roughness study, it is pro-
posed that Brush direct recording oscillograph equipment be added to
the present road roughness measuring equipments One of the criticisms
of the Roughometer has been that it does not give an indication of the
type of roughness but only provides the accumulated values of road
roughness for a given length of roado A pavement having a few large
irregularities in its surface,, with the rest of the pavement exception-
ally smooth j, may have roughness values as low or lower than another pave~
ment which has a large number of snail irregularities in its surface,.
By means of the Brush direct recording oscillograph equipment it
would be possible to obtain a graphical record of the road roughness as
measured by the Rough«a9ter The Brush equipment could be used for many
other purposes and could be readily attached to the Roughomater as needed*
There are two methods which could be employed to connect the record=
ing equipment to the Roughometer The first method to be briefly de=
scribed is that used by the U« So Bureau of Public Roads and is shown
schematically in Figure 25o It consists essentially of (A) an S Ro k8
Type A, strain gage attached to one of the leaf springs of the Roughometerp
(B) a Brush BL 310 Strain Analyser, (C) a Brush BL 202 direct recording
oscillograph, (D) an inverter, and (E) a 12=voit DoCo battery, The 12-
volt storage battery of the towing vehicle may be used to provide the
current for the vibrator power supply unit which changes the 12~volt DoCo















































strain analyzers The unbalance from the strain gage, developed by the
vertical movement of the leaf spring, is transmitted to the strain
analyzer and then to the oscillograph recordero The wheel revolution
counter is tied in with the oscillograph recorder by a direct connection
to the pen motor o To reduce the high irfuced voltage across the pen
motor terminals developed by the revolution counter at the break in
contact, a filter is included in the circuit
o
The second method which may be used to connect the Brush recording
equipment to the Roughometer is that used by the University of California
and a number of other organizations o This method is essentially the same
as the previously described method except for the way in which the spring
deflections are picked up In this method a potentiometer and two pre=
cision resistors form a bridge circuit o The potentiometer may be con=
nected to the trailer spring in two different ways c In the first way the
potentiometer is attached to the top of the frame of the Roughometer and
a steel tape is attached to the axle of the trailer wheel and to a pulley
on the shaft connecting with the potentiometer The other way is to con»
nect the shaft of the potentiometer directly to the rear shaft of the
integrator* In either method, the vertical movements of the springs of
the Roughomster are transmitted to the two=channel direct recording oscil=
lograpbu. The 12»volt storage battery of the towing vehicle should be suf=
ficient to provide the current for the vibrator power supply unit and fbr
the DoC amplifier unit * The unbalance from the bridge, developed by the
vertical movement of the Roughometer springs, is transmitted to the DoCo
amplifier and then to the oscillograph recordero The vibrator power supply
changes the 12»volt DoC to 110-volt A C required for the oscillograph
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chart motor and the profilograph pen motors The wheel revolution
counter is tied in with the oscillograph recorder by a direct con-
nection to the pen motor, except that a filter circuit is included to
reduce the high induced voltage across the pen motor terminals developed
by the revolution counter at the break in contacta A more detailed de-
scription of the bridge circuit and potentiometer is given in a paper
by Profo Ralph A Moyer and Mr John Wo Shupa (7) 3
Another piece of equipment which should be adapted to use with the
Purdue Rou^iometsr is the "Pick-up Device for Recording Road Roughness
Values" developed by Harry Thanos in partial fulfillment of the degree
of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, under the general di-
rection of Professor John K Cage of the School of Electrical Engineeringp
Purdue University (9)° This unit is unique in that it not only counts the
total msnber of irregularities, but also sorts these irregularities into
five predetermined amplitudes,. The counter unit consists of five identical
channels of counters each made up of a trigger circuit and an electro-
magnetic countetc
Before any of the above suggested modifications can be made, it vd.ll
probably be necessary for a student of electrical engineering to thoroughly
study the protiem and make reconsaendations for attaching this recording
equipment-,
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The following sumnary of results and conclusions are made from
this study?
lo The Purdue Roughometer, built in accordance with the U S
Bureau of Public Roads 8 Relative Road Roughness Indicator design, is a
convenient, satisfactory, and rapid means of evaluating the riding cuali=.
ty of a paveaento This ma chine is so designed that it removes the un-
certainties of vehicle operation that were always present in the earlier
machines where an automobile was a component part of the measuring ap-
paratus <, It is also so designed that it can be duplicated and thereby
duplicate results can be expected from any machine constructed according
to the Bureau of Public Roads plans and specific ations*
2o From the magnetic oouiifcers that record the road roughness units
and the distance tested, the results can be recorded in a form convenient
for study and comparison of two or more road sections
?
3o Calibration tests of the integrator unit showed that there is
some less in roughness measurements due to stretch in the stainless steel
cable o This was partly compensated for by slightly reducing the pitch
diameter of the integrator drum until the integrator unit was in error
less than three percent for amplitudes between OolOO and 0c5CO inches^
It is suggested that the cable and integrator drum arrangement be replaced
by a rack and pinion mechanism similar to that used in the dial gages made
for measuring deflections The remainder of the integrator unit would
remain the same?
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4-> Initial road tests of th© Rcughcmeter indicated that a constant
speed of operation is essential and a standardized value of this constant
speed is necessary in order that data obtained from various road sections
may be directly int er-cmnrparedo The importance of keeping the tire in«
flation pressure* constant during testing was also notedo
5o Along a given longitudinal path a dispersion of less than one
percent from the mean of tha index values was obtained in repeated tests
with the Roughomster
60 Different longitudinal paths along a road may be different in
roughness o It seems that it would be desirable to make tests along a
number of longitudinal paths for special studies such as the deterioration
along the edge of a pavement o
7o The roughness of a road section may vary not only from one longi-
tudinal path to another bit also within any particular longitudinal patho
This was not only found to be true for older pavements but also for new
&r, A eomparsion batween measurements made with the Purdue Roughometer
and those made previously by the Bureau of Public Roads for the same pave~
msnt sections gave results that were aiaost identical?
9o After checking and testing the Purdue Roughometer $ Bureau of
Public Roads' engineers recommended some minor adjustments after which
they believe the Purdue equipment will make comparable roughness measure^
ment3 with those made by them>
10-- In general^ the new rural portland cement concrete pavements
were relatively smooth „ They ranged from a low of 6? inches of roughness
per mile to a high of 85 inches per mile with the overfall weighted average
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of 75 inches per mile*
Ho Road roughness measurements and therefore riding qualities
of new pavesents are affected by workmanship during construction*
12 * For portland cement concrete pavements there appears to be
very little relationship between road roughness and type of granular
base course used when that is the only factor considered*
13 5 Although in general the older portland cement concrete pave-
ments showed a tendency to be rougher, it may not be necessarily true
that age alone is the cause of this greater roughness It is suggested
that perhaps a large portion of this difference in roughness between
these older pavements and the newer ones may be due to improved finishing
methods used during the more recent years*
14° There appears to be a trend of increasing roughness with in~
crease in traffic age of portland cement concrete pavements, although it
is not definite because of other variables,, As with the correlation of
age with roughness, the original roughness values for the pavements must
be known before the increase in roughness due to traffic can be evaluated*
15= Transverse cracking of portland cement concrete pavements
appears to have little or no affect on road roughness as long as the
cracks are held together by the pavement reinforcement and there is no
displacement of the slab across the crack*
16* For the particular bituminous surfaces tested, with the ex-
ception of the single silica sand asphaltic surface, natural rock asphalt
surfaces built on flexible bases were the smoothest with an average of 69
inches per mile* The bituminous concrete surfaces built on flexible bases
averaged slightly higher at 74 inches per mile* The average roughness for
all bituminous coated aggregate surfaces built on flexible bases was
12? inches per mile aid for the bituminous surface treatments was 141o
17o For the particular bituminous surfaces tested, the natural
roek asphalt surfaces built on flexible bases had the smallest range
in roughness values while the bituminous coated aggregate surfaces
built on flexible bases had the greatest range
„
18 o More research is needed to determine the effect of age, traffic,
and other factors, on road roughness
19 o In order to increase the value of the Roughometer in future
road roughness research, it is recommended that Brush direct recording
oscillograph equipment be addod to the present road roughness measuring
equipassnto The Brush equipment could be used for many other purposes and
could be readily connected to the Roughometer as neededo
20, It is also suggested that an effort be made to adapt the "Pick-
up De-sice for Recording Road Roughness Values" developed by Harry Thanos
to use with the Purdue Roughometer
o
21o The psychological effect from the publication of the road roughs
ness measurements of all new projects constructed should tend to develop
a competitive spirit among contractors which would result in smoother
riding pavements
22 r. The possibility of using read roughness measurements as part
of the basis for acceptance of new high»type pavement construction should
be given consideration,, It is suggested that the following index values











23 o For eiKiluatiag the surface riding qualities of portland
cement concrete pavements as a part of a highway condition survey, in
connection with the determination of resurfacing and reconstruction
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